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GENRE: Comedy   

SYNOPSIS: When her family is 
completely mesmerized by a huge 
new TV, Grandmas has to resort 
to extreme measures to tear them 
away from it.  

DIRECTOR’S TIP: The sound effects 
(SFX) will add a lot to the scene. 
There are lots of free SFX apps 
available. Download the SFX you 
need and practice with them. An ill-
timed sound effect can kill a scene.

TIME: Over 7 minutes 

CAST BREAKDOWN: 2M, 3F

TOPIC: Worship; temptation; spiritual warfare; materialism     

SCRIPTURE REFERENCE: Leviticus 26:1          

CHURCH YEAR SEASON: Any 

SUGGESTED USE: Sermon starter      

CHARACTERS:  
DAD – focused on having the newest, biggest, flattest, best TV 
MOM – loves the new TV and Martha Stewart 
SIS – loves the new TV and “The Simple Life;” tries to put herself on 
equal ground with her parents by calling her father by his first name 
SONNY – loves the new TV and “The Simpsons” 
GRANDMA – the only one not completely absorbed by the new TV

PROPS: A large box from a 42-inch flat screen TV (can create one from 
cardboard or ask a local electronics store to donate one from a display 
model); a rocking chair for grandma; remote control for TV; chairs or 
couch for Dad, Mom, Sis, and Sonny 

COSTUMES: Coat for grandma, who should look older than the others. 
If the actor is close in age to the other actors, go stereotypical with 
glasses, cane, etc.; over-size pants for Sonny, so he can wear them as 
“low-riders” after they all get mesmerized by the TV

SOUND: Wireless mics if desired; SFX: telephone ring

SFX: Theme music for “The Simpsons”; music from MTV; sounds of a 
hockey game; tick-tock sound to signify time passing; smashing glass 
sound

LIGHTING: General stage

SETTING: The Family Room

IDLE WORSHIP
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IDLE WORSHIP by Gil Elvgren

Dad enters in a hurry with a large box. The family huddles around, all except for Grandma, 
who is off to the side in a rocking chair. Mom, Sis, Sonny, and Dad are in great anticipation.

DAD: (Pulling out imaginary TV from box.) Stand back. Easy now. The way they pack these 
things, you’d think they want them to last forever. There . . .

MOM: 42 inch. 

SIS: Like super thin. 

SONNY: Hey, it’s bigger than the one the Pattersons have.

SIS: We have scooped the Joneses!

MOM: On the wall, over here.

DAD: We’ll center it on my chair. Give me a hand, Sonny.

The entire family moves, following Mom’s directions, with a slightly mechanical feeling.

MOM: Higher, lower, to the left, no, to the left a little more.

SIS: You’ve got like five minutes, Norman.

DAD: Norman? Whatever happened to Daddy?

SIS: Five minutes to “The Simple Life.”

SONNY: “The Simpsons.”

MOM: My date with Martha Stewart.

DAD: Nascar. . .

They start arguing.

GRANDMA: It’s a beautiful day outside. 

They all look at her, frozen.

GRANDMA: New neighbors across the street, moving in.

 They all turn to look out the window.

GRANDMA: Bet they could use some help. Think maybe I’ll make some chocolate chip 
cookies. Sort of a house-warming gift. Ice breaker. Anyone coming?

They stare for a beat, but are drawn back to the big screen. Sonny throws up remote, 
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